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ABSTRACT: Supplementary to spaceborne sensors, digital large format cameras - like
for instance the UltracamD camera – may be operated in airborne campaigns in order to
acquire image datawith extremely high resolution.Highly redundant imagematerialmay
be achieved due to a high overlap of sequentially acquired images. This can be favourably
utilized for surface reconstruction. In this paper a comparative assessment of approaches
for surface mapping is presented, using data sets acquired by the UltracamD camera.
Comparison is made between the results achieved when using a single image pair with
some 60 percent overlap only versus the results which are achieved when utilizing
the multi-image coverage in a simultaneous manner. The multi-image based mapping
procedures are presented, and their benefit is high-lighted in a comparative assessment
with respect to standard stereo mapping.

1 INTRODUCTION

Since several years, digital cameras, operated at airborne platforms, are becoming
increasingly used in addition to spaceborne sensors in order to acquire image data of
dedicated areas during selected acquisition periods. This data acquisition alternative is
of particular relevance, if image data are needed quickly and/or at very high resolution.
Such requirements can hardly be met by spaceborne systems. In this context, the digital
UltracamDcamera ofMicrosoft -Vexcel ImagingGmbH (Austria) is to bementioned as a
world-wide leading product. It can acquire panchromatic as well as multi-spectral image
data in large format, at high resolution in the sub-decimeter range, and in short time
intervals, thus providing image data sequences with extremely high overlap of up to 90
percent. The latter feature is of distinct benefit if the image data shall be used for surface
reconstruction using stereo mapping techniques.
Stereo mapping using digital image pairs in general involves automatic image

matching techniques and hence suffers from the compromise which has to be met due to
contradictory requirements to achieve qualitatively acceptable results: On the one hand
very similar images should be used in order to perform successful imagematching.On the
other hand a large base-to-height ratio should be inherent to the image pairs, resulting in
appropriately wide-spread pairs of projection lines. However, the similarity of images
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decreases along with increasing base-to-height ratio. Hence, these requirements usually
cannot be satisfactorily fulfilled by standard stereo dispositions as used in traditional
photogrammetry.
The high overlap capability of the UltracamD camera yields multiple lines of sight to

target points of interest. A clear benefit resulting from such a disposition is that the
visibility of areas which may be subject to occlusion in individual images is increased.
Targets, which are not visible in one image, may still be visible in 2 or more other images,
and therefore can still be subject to 3Dmapping. Multiple image matching choices exist,
and the most similar image pairs – usually adjacent Images – can be purposely selected
for matching.
Based on a selected test case referring to surface mapping of a forested test site, the

approaches which have been implemented to utilize multi-image coverage are presented
in the following sections. Their advantage and increased quality of results will be
emphasized in comparison to results achieved from standard stereo mapping using a
single image pair.

2 ULTRACAM CHARACTERISTICS AND TEST DATA

The Vexcel UltracamD camera comprises 8 individual cameras, 4 each allowing
panchromatic andmulti-spectral acquisitions, respectively. Image formation aswell as pan-
sharpening of the multi-spectral images is done in a post-processing step, resulting in an
image size of 11500 by 7500 pixels. More details on this digital camera can be found e.g.
in Kremer et al. (2004).
For a designated forest applications test site of the Institute – called “Burgau” – a series

of aerial images was acquired by the UltracamD large format digital camera in the
summer of 2004. The images were taken in a north-west to south-east over-flight from a
flying altitude of about 1770meters above ground, yielding a ground sampling distance of
about 15 centimetres, and have a forward overlap of about 90%. Hence a point on ground
may be covered by up to 8 images. A subset of 5 sequential images of the entire data take,
which was used to investigate the potential of such data with respect to surface mapping,
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Image data set of forested test site “Burgau”.
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The multi-image coverage of the UltracamD camera yields also multiple stereoscopic
coverage of the imaged area. This further on may be utilized for surface reconstruction
purposes with distinct benefit in comparison to standard stereo pair utilization, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Here, the projection lines corresponding to Image 1 and Image 5
are considered to represent a standard stereo configuration, typically based on images
with 60% overlap. The bottom of a forest gap may not be visible by one or both of these
oblique projection lines. For 2 or more of the neighbouring images in between, on the
other hand, it may bewell visible (e.g. Images 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 2). Using the entire set
of consecutive images, occlusion areas hence can be seriously reduced and the terrain
surface be reconstructed with a higher degree of completeness.
With respect to image matching, neighbouring images in general show a higher

similarity, leading to a superior matching performance in comparison to the more
diverging standard stereo images. Utilization of a sequence of adjacent image stereo pairs
for surface reconstruction therefore was the background idea for the development of
multi-image surface mapping approaches as described in the following.

3 MULTI-IMAGE SURFACE MAPPING APPROACHES

With respect to the utilization of more than 2 images for surface mapping, first
implementations and experiments at the Institute of Digital Image Processing have been
devoted to image triplets (Raggam 2005). In a follow-on experiment, the set of 5
UltracamD images shown in Figure 1 was already used by Hirschmugl et al. (2006) in
order to generate a surface model using multiple stereo pairs, and to investigate the
feasibility of stereo-based tree-height mapping. There, however, one image had to be
selected as reference, while the others had to be registered to this reference scene for
matching and surface model generation. This implies that a surface model can be
generated only for the coverage of the reference scene.
Meanwhile, thisapproachwasmodifiedandextendedinordertoavoidthereferencescene

registration and to become more flexible. In this modified approach the matching results

Figure 2. Multi-image mapping scenario.
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of sequential image pairs are appropriately chained in order to use them simultaneously
for surface reconstruction. Thereby, an arbitrary sequence of consecutive images and
image pairs can be processed. This approach is described in the following sections.

3.1 Image registration

In order to facilitate image matching of sequential image pairs, a (coarse) registration of
the images still is reasonable. Therefore, the following options may be considered:

* One image is coarsely registered with respect to the other by means of a linear (and
hence invertible) point transformation, which may be derived from a set of tie-points.
The images may be physically registered in advance, or the registration may be
implicitly considered during image matching (stereo image utilization).

* The images are ortho-rectified using an available ground model. Ortho image
disparities, which are due to features like vegetation and buildings, which are not
represented in the ground model, still remain in the image pair (stereo ortho image
utilization).

A comparative analysis of standard stereo mapping versus ortho-image based stereo
mapping was given by Gutjahr et al. (2005) for glacier mapping using Eros and Ikonos
image pairs. Both options are considered in the multi-image based surface mapping
procedures as described hereafter.

3.2 Image matching

The dominating proposition for imagematching is to allowmatching of individual image
pairs as most convenient and promising. It is suggestive to match image pairs
sequentially, i.e. the first with the second, resulting in a disparitymapDM-12 according to
Figure 3, the second with the third (DM-23) etc. according to the sequence of image
acquisition. This strategy assures that image pairs with highest similarity are used in the

Figure 3. Matching of sequential image pairs, resulting in disparity maps DM-12, DM-23, and

DM-34.
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matching procedure. Nevertheless, also matching results achieved from e.g. the first with
the third image (DM-13) etc. should be applicable to the follow-on surface reconstruction
procedure.

3.3 Disparity map tracking

Akey task to utilizemultiple disparity maps resulting frommatching of sequential image
pairs is to collect corresponding matching results, i.e. those referring to the same target
point. The multiple matching results lead to multiple lines of sight for this target point.
The disparity map tracking procedure which was implemented in this context is
schematically shown in Figure 4. When using conventional stereo images, it comprises
the following processing steps:

1. Starting from the first disparity map, the follow-on disparity maps are virtually linked
to this reference disparity map, i.e. a relationship between the first and any follow-on
disparity map is established. Therefore, the linear transformations which have been
used for coarse image pair registration are used and appropriately chained.

2. Thereby, appropriate transformations between individual images and/or disparity
maps are established. e.g. a transformation between Images 1 and 4 becomes feasible
by merging the transformation between Images 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4.

3. Only disparity maps, where the reference images is either the same as for the
reference disparity map, or where the reference image corresponds to the search
image of another disparitymap can be utilized. e.g.matching result using Images 1 and
2 (DM-12) cannot be linked immediately with the matching result using Images 3 and
4 (DM-34), while it can be linked with the matching results using Images 2 and 3
(DM-23), or 2 and 4 (DM-24).

4. Based on the relations between reference and follow-on disparity maps, an
intermediate output frame is determined, which includes all disparity maps to be used
(see Figure 4, bottom).

Figure 4. Tracking of disparity maps to collect corresponding matching results.
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It is to be noted, that these relations/transformations are not necessary when using pre-
ortho-rectified image data for matching. In that case, an immediate link between the
disparity maps and images is given via the map projection frame information and the
metadata of the disparity maps.
In a disparity map tracking procedure, the matching results for each pixel of the

intermediate output frame have to be collected. This is done pixel-by-pixel as follows:

* The relation/transformation between this output frame and each individual disparity
map is used to check whether a pre-defined pixel of the output frame is actually
covered. Where applicable, respective disparities are interpolated.

* In case of stereo image utilization, the corresponding pixel coordinates are determined
from the image disparities and the disparity map metadata, and assigned to the output
pixel location.

* In case of stereo ortho image utilization, in a first instance the corresponding ground
coordinates are achieved from the disparities and the disparity map metadata. These
ground locations are back-projected into the individual images to achieve the
corresponding image pixel coordinates, which then adequately can be assigned to the
pre-defined output pixel location.

* In this way, the disparity tracking procedure yields multi-image pixel coordinates.
These define multiple projection lines in space to the corresponding target point on
ground.

3.4 Spatial point intersection

The multiple image pixel coordinates are further subject to a spatial point intersection
procedure in order to determine the corresponding ground coordinates. Due to over-
determination a least squares approach is applied. It is to be noted that projection lines
resulting from a single matching result of neighbouring images would represent a weak
geometric disposition to determine the corresponding point on the ground due to their
small intersection angle. However, the collection of several corresponding matching
results in general yields a comparably wide-spread bundle of multiple projection lines,
assuring numeric and geometric stability for the determination of ground coordinates.
The spatial intersection procedure further includes several mechanisms to identify and

reject erroneous or highly uncertain matching results. Such unreliable matching results for
instanceusetooccur inorclose toareaswhichareoccludedinoneof the imagestobematched.
Back-matching thresholds and/or thresholds of the point residuals resulting from the least
squares intersectionprocedureareapplicable to rejectdoubtfulmatching results.Basedon the
results of spatial point intersection a raster surface model can finally be generated.

4 RESULTS

In order to investigate the surfacemapping potential inherent to theUltracamDcamera on
the one hand, as well as the performance of the individual surfacemapping approaches on
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the other hand, surface mapping experiments were carried out using image data sets as
follows:

* A (standard) stereo image pair, represented by the first and the last image of the image
data set presented in section 2. This image pair has an overlap of approximately 60%,
corresponding to a classical stereo disposition.

* The entire set of 5 sequential images, for which consecutive image pairs were matched
and used according to the multi-image based surface mapping procedure described
above.

For both data sets, the respective surface mapping procedures were applied to the
original input image data (matching prediction bymeans of linear transformation) aswell
as to pre-ortho-rectified images (matching prediction via geo-reference). It can be said,
that for this type of very flat terrain the results which were achieved for both scenarios are
more or less equivalent. In the following, results achieved from processing input image
data are presented:

* Figure 5 shows close-ups of matching results achieved from the adjacent Images 1 and
2, as well those achieved from Images 1 and 5. The presentations show the so-called
“back-matching distances” superimposed in blue colour. Large back-matching
distances use to indicateweakmatching results, which typically occur at forest and tree
borders. It is obvious, that a significantly higher level of detail is achieved in the first
case, while many details get lost in the second case. In particular, minor forest gaps but
also single trees may disappear or forest gaps be reduced in their extension due to
occlusion effects.

* Figure 6/left shows the number of projection lines, which were finally used in the
spatial intersection procedure for ground coordinate determination. Dark gray is
equivalent to 2 projection lines, originating fromone image pair/matching result, while
white corresponds to 5 projection lines, originating from the merge of 4 matching
results. Targets, for which weak or erroneous matching results were rejected by using
appropriate thresholds for back-matching and point intersection residuals, present
themselves in a darker shapewith respect to the surrounding. This typically happens for

Figure 5. Close-up of image matching results (disparities) achieved when matching image 1 with

image 2 (DM-12, left), and matching image 1 with image 5 (DM-15, right).
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forest/tree border pixels. Figure 6/right shows the surface model generated from the
multiple-image approach.

* Figure 7 shows subsets of the surface models, which have been generated using the
multiple image approach and using a single stereo pair, i.e. Images 1 and 5 of the data
set shown in Figure 1. For comparative analysis, the corresponding subset of an ortho
image is shown. In correspondence to Figure 5, it is obvious that a muchmore detailed
surface model can be reconstructed from the multiple image approach.

* Figure 8 finally shows a height-profile, whichwas extracted over a canopy gap from the
surface models generated by the multi-image approach (dashed line) and the standard
stereo approach (solid line), respectively. Again, the improvement achieved by the
multi-image approach is obvious.

Figure 7. Surface models derived from multiple image pairs (left) and from a single stereo pair in

standard stereo configuration (mid), in comparison with ortho image (right).

Figure 6. Number of projection lines (left: dark gray = 2, white = 5) involved for surface

reconstruction from multiple matching results and resulting surface model.
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The accuracy of the derived surfacemodelswas quantitatively assessed by generating a
vegetation heightmodel by subtraction of a groundmodel from the stereo-derived surface
models, and comparison of the heights of 356 dominant trees with respective
measurements made in the field. The results are documented in Table 1. The trees are
mapped with a high accuracy when using the multi-image based approach: the mean
difference is only 0.77m with a standard deviation of about 2.4m. This refers to a mean
error of about 3% of the measured height. Apart from other drawbacks and quality loss
mentioned above for the standard stereo mapping approach, the accuracy for the tree
samples is worse by a factor of about 2.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Digital aerial cameras get a strengthened role in Earth observation, in particular if image
information is needed fast and with high detail. Traditional applications refer to the
reconstruction of theEarth’s surface.Using an image data set acquired by the large format
UltracamD camera of Microsoft - Vexcel Imaging GmbH, surface mapping experiments
were carried out for a forested test site. The UltracamD can provide highly overlapping

Table 1. Accuracy analysis statistics of tree height reconstruction.

356 samples Block Stereo

Mean 0.77m 1.34m
Std.Dev. 2.39m 4.52m
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Figure 8. Comparison of profiles of a canopy gap.
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image data, yielding to a significant benefit in the context of surface mapping in
comparison to standard stereo image data acquisition scenarios. This is primarily due to
the multiple choices for image matching, increasing the success rate of acceptable
matching results for individual features and decreasing the occlusion effects, which are
caused by objects like trees or buildings.
Appropriate procedures to utilize multiple image matching results – as for instance

achieved by matching consecutive image pairs along an image strip - simultaneously for
surface reconstruction were implemented and applied to the image test data set. In a
comparative assessment ofmulti-image based and standard stereo based surfacemapping
procedures, the above mentioned advantages of the multiple image coverage could be
fairly well demonstrated and documented.
The UltracamD camera is meanwhile succeeded by the UltracamX camera, which has

an even larger data format of 14430 by 9420 pixels andwhich can acquire image datawith
a ground sampling distance of a few centimetres.
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